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Abstract. The notion of a coordinated table selective substitution system (acts system) is introduced. 
It provides a unifying framework for both grammars and machines (automata) and hence a really 
broad framework for formal language theory. An extensive number of examples is given which 
illustrate how a quite considerable number of grammars and automata considered in the literature 
may be 'naturally' interpreted as special instances (subclasses of the class) of cts systems. 
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Introduction 
Two basic constructs used in fofiiial language theory to define languages are 
grammars and automata (machines). The literature (see, e.g., [9, 17]) is full of 
various instances of grammars and automata where each model is motivated by 
specific needs arising either from theoretical or practical considerations. For a 
number of obvious reasons it is very desirable to have a general model of a grammar 
or a general model of an automaton which is both, general enough to cover a 
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considerable number of specific instances and 'concrete' enough so that one can 
develop its theory (prove specific results). 
In [15] the notion of a selective substitution grammar was introduced to provide 
a unifying framework for many of the rewriting systems met in the literature. Roughly 
speaking this model has formalized a number of essential features basic to many 
grammars (rewriting systems). The two most fundamental of these features are the 
following: 
(l) the rewriting of a single occurrence of a letter which is mathematically formal- 
ized as a substitution, and 
(2) the combination (spreading) of these elementary rewritings through a word 
so as to yield the rewriting of a word corresponding to a direct derivation step; this 
is formalized through the notion of a selector. 
The theory of selective substitution grammars developed since (see, e.g., [10, 11]) 
has turned out to be successful in the sense that several central notions of 'grammati- 
cally oriented' formal language theory got captured (and investigated) in a rather 
natural way within this theory and moreover a number of new (and clearly central) 
notions have emerged. 
A natural next step in the build up of a 'unified formal language theory' is to 
construct an analogous framework for the 'automata oriented formal language 
theory'. 
However, rather than to do this we propose in this paper a common framework 
for grammars and automata. Surprisingly enough it turns out that very many instances 
of grammars and automata discussed in the literature are instances of one general 
model, which (using the 'classic' intuition) is grammar oriented. 
Roughly speaking the basic idea is as follows. 
As discussed above, a substitution together with a selector form the most basic 
concept of rewriting--let us call it a table. 
Now rather than rewrite a word let us rewrite n-tuples of words for some n t> 1. 
The basic device directing such a rewriting is an n-tuple of tables called a rewrite. 
Thus, given an n-tuple of words (x l , . . . ,  xn), a rewrite (T I , . . . ,  T,) rewrites it into 
an n-tuple (y j , . . . ,  y~) if, for each 1 <~ i<~ n, T~ rewrites x~ into y;. Thus we deal with 
a coordinated rewriting (coordinated use of component tables). 
Finite sets of rewrites (together with the specification of alphabets of components 
and the sets of tables 'available' at each component) form a coordinated table selective 
substitution (cts) system or scheme depending on whether or not one provides an 
axiom (equal to an n-tuple of component axioms) which gives a uniform starting 
point for all computations. 
Then the most straightforward (perhaps somewhat rough) division within this 
model is into systems of dimension 1 (i.e., n = 1) and systems of dimension at least 
2 (i.e., n t> 2)wthe first class corresponds naturally to grammars while the second 
class corresponds naturally to automata (machines). 
In this paper the above intuition is formalized and the formal model of a cts 
system (and its extension: an ects system) is introduced and then quite extensively 
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illustrated by examples. The role of the examples is to demonstrate how a consider- 
able number of grammars and machines may be quite easily interpreted as systems 
discussed in the paper. It is interesting to notice that indeed most types of automata 
are modeled using systems of dimension at least 2, while most types of grammars 
are modeled using systems of dimension 1. 
We also demonstrate a rather intriguing result that the relative strength of (types 
of) selectors depends rather drastically on the fact whether they are used 'directly' 
in the production (generation) of results (words) or whether they are used 'indirectly' 
(i.e., through 'auxiliary storage') for this purpose. 
O. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic formal language theory, in 
particular we assume the reader to be familiar with basic grammar and machine 
(automata) models, e.g., as presented in [9, 17]. 
We use mostly standard notation and terminology; perhaps only the following 
points require an additional attention. 
For a set A, 2 a denotes the set of all its subsets and #A denotes its cardinality; 
0 denotes the empty set. For sets A, B, A \B  denotes their difference. If K1 , . . . ,  Kn, 
n 
n >I I, is a sequence of sets, then Xi=~ Ki denotes their cartesian product. 
We consider only finite and nonempty alphabets. 
For a finite sequence p, p(n) denotes the nth element of p and last(p) denotes 
the last element of p. In the considerations of this paper it is sometimes more 
convenient to index sequences tarting with 0 and sometimes it is more convenient 
to index sequences tarting with 1. In the former case we will write a sequence p
in the form p(0), p(1), . . . ,  and in the latter case we will write a sequence p in the 
(tuple) form p=(p(1) ,p (2) , . . . ) .  
For a word x, ]xJ denotes its length and pref(x) denotes the set of all prefixes of 
x; A denotes the empty word. 
For a language K, pref(K)= Ux~K pref(x). 
I f  ~, za are alphabets uch that A ~ 2, then presz.~ is a homomorphism of ~*  
defined by: pres~.a(a) =A if a ~ Z \A  and pres~.~(a) = a if a ~ A. Whenever 2 is 
clear from the context, we write pres~ rather than pres:~,a. 
Throughout this paper, barred versions of symbols are used with a 'special', reserved 
meaning. All symbols to be used are elements of the infinite alphabet A w A, where 
A~ = {ti: a ~ A} and A and .4 are disjoint. Whenever we will consider an alphabet ~ and 
the alphabet • = {~i: a e ~} it is assumed that .,Y, c_ A. Moreover, iden~ denotes the 
homomorphism of (~ u ~)* defined by: iden~.(~) =a and idenr.(a) = a for a ~ Z. 
We proceed now to define a number of notions very basic for this paper. 
Let Z be an alphabet. 
A production (over2)  is a pair (X, x), where X~,Y, and x~2* ;  it is also written 
in the fo~m X -> x. Since each production is an element of.~ × ~*,  a set of productions 
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h is a subset of 2 x~* ;  hence we use also the 'functional notat ion' - - for  Xe  
$, h (X)={x~*: (X ,  x )~ h}. 
A selector (over~,) is a subset of (2  w 2)*  $ (2  u $ )* ;  elements of a selector are 
referred to as selector words. 
0.1. Definition. A table is a triple T = (2, h, K ) ,  where 2 is an alphabet, h is a finite 
set of productions over ~, and K is a selector over Z. The alphabet ~ is referred 
to as the alphabet of T and denoted by al(T), h is called the set of productions of 
T and denoted by prod (T), and K is called the selector of T and denoted by sel(T). 
The pair (h, K)  is called the core of T and denoted by core(T). 
For a set of tables T, 
al(T)={al(T):  T~ T}, prod(T) ={prod(T): T~ T}, 
sel(T)={sel(T): T~ T}, core(T)={core(T): T~ T}. 
We say that T is alphabet (respectively selector) uniform if # al(T) = 1 (respectively 
#sel(T) = 1). 
0.2. Definition. Let T = (Z, h, K)  be a table, x, y s Z*, where x = bl . . .  bn, n/> 1 and 
bi ~ ~ for 1 <~i<~ n. We say that x directly derives y in T, denoted x ~TY,  if y = 
fl~...fl,,, with f l~sZ* for l<~i<~n, and there exists a z~K, z=a~. . .a ,  with 
a~ ~ Z w ~ for 1 <~ i <~ n, such that idenz (z) = x and, for 1 <~ i <~ n, if ai ~ ~, then/3~ = b~ 
and if ai ~ ~, then/3~ s h(bi). 
Whenever x ~TY and U = core(T), we also write x ~vY.  
1. On cts schemes 
In this section, the notion of ac ts  scheme, which is central to this paper, is 
introduced and various subclasses of the class of cts schemes are discussed. 
1.1. Definition. A coordinated table selective substitution scheme (abbreviated cts 
scheme) is a construct H= (T I , . . . ,  Tn, R), where n~ > 1, for each 1 ~< i<~ n, T~ is an 
n alphabet uniform finite nonempty set of tables and R c_ Xi=~ core(T~), R ~0. For 
1 <~ i <~ n, T~ is referred to as the ith component of H and elements of R are called 
rewrites of H ;  R is denoted by few(H). 
The fol lowing terminology and notation will also be used (let H be as above), n 
is called the dimension of H and denoted by dim(H). 
For 1 <~ i ~< n, the alphabet common to all tables of the ith component is called 
the i-th alphabet of H and denoted by ali(H). 
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1.2. Definition. Let H = (T i , . . . ,  T~, R) be acts scheme. 
(1) Let x = (x l , . . . ,  xn), y = (Y l , . . . ,  Y,)~ X,=l (al~(H))*. We say that x directly 
computes y (in H), denoted x3Hy,  if there exists a ( U~,..., U~)~ R such that 
x~ 3u ,  y~, for 1 <~ i ~< n. 
n 
(2) Let x = (X l , . . . ,  xn) ~ Xi=l (ali(H))*. An x-computation (in H) is a sequence 
n 
p = p(0), p (1 ) , . . . ,  p(m), m~ > 1, of elements of X~=I (al~(H))* such that p(0)- -x 
and, for all 0~ < i<~ m-  1, p(i) 3np( i+  1). 
Each p(i), 0<~ i<~ m, is called a snapshot of p. 
(3) Let 3"  denote the reflexive and the transitive closure o f~n.  If x 3"  y, then 
we say that x computes y (in H). 
We conclude this section by defining a number of subclasses of the class of cts 
schemes. These subclasses will turn out to be useful when we will demonstrate (in 
Section 3) how various examples of grammars and machines encountered in the 
literature fit into the framework of our theory. Also, the notation for (the specification 
of) schemes from these subclasses will be considerably simpler. 
1.3. Definition. Acts  scheme is (selector) uniform (abbreviated ucts scheme) if all 
of its components are selector uniform. 
To simplify the notation, given a ucts scheme H= (T~,. . . ,  Tn, R), R will be 
I1 
specified as a subset of X ~= ~ prod (T~); clearly such specifications are 'correct'--the 
information about 'missing' selectors i  contained in the specifications of T i , . . . ,  T,. 
1.4. Definition. Let T be a table. T is sequential if sel(T)=Z*Z2~,* for some 
~'l, 22, ~'3 ~ al( T). Acts scheme H is sequential (abbreviated scts scheme) if every 
table appearing in any component of H is sequential. 
Remark. In [12], selectors of the form .~1~.~2.~3 ~ are  called 1-sequential and their 
finite unions are called sequential. We have changed the terminology here because 
in cts systems one component consists of a number of tables so that various 
components of a sequential selector can be 'spread among' tables of a given 
component and one can deal with 1-sequential components only. 
To simplify the notation, given a uscts scheme H = (T~,. . . ,  T,, R) (i.e., a cts 
scheme that is both uniform and sequential), R may be specified as a subset of 
n 
Xi=~ (Ur~r, prod(T)) and, for each l<~i<~n, T~ will be specified as the table 
(ali(H), a fa r ,  prod(T), Ki), where Ki is the selector common to all tables of the 
ith component of G. 
Although, in general, from such a specification the original components of G 
cannot be recovered any more, the 'work of G' (that is, the 3c  relation) is 'correctly' 
specified in this way. 
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2. On ets systems 
cts systems result from cts schemes by adding a starting point (the axiom) for 
computations in G. These systems are formally defined in this section and then their 
extensions (ects systems), very convenient for defining languages, are considered. 
2.1. Definition. A coordinated table selective substitution system (abbreviated cts 
system) is a construct G = (C l , . . . ,  C,, R), n/> 1, where, for each 1 <~ i <~ n, C~ = 
(T~, S~), where S~ is a symbol from the alphabet of tables T~ and (T~,. . . ,  T,, R) is 
a cts scheme, called the underlying scheme of G. 
All the terminology and notation concerning cts schemes carry over to cts systems 
in the obvious way (through the underlying cts schemes). Additionally, we will use 
the following terminology and notation (let G be as above). 
For each 1 ~< i<~ n, S~ is called the i-th axiom of G, denoted axi(G), and T~ is 
called the i-th table set of G, denoted tabi(G). The n-tuple (axe(G), ax:(G) , . . . ,  
ax,( G)) is called the axiom of G and denoted by ax( G). An ax( G)-computation i
G is referred to simply as a computation in G; COM(G) denotes the set of all 
computations in G. 
cts systems are (may be) used to define languages. The notion of a snapshot plays 
the most crucial role here--it plays a role comparable to that of a sentential form 
in classical grammars. 
2.2. Definition. Let G be a cts system. 
(1) The exhaustive set of G, denoted E(G) ,  is defined as 
E(G)={x~ ~=1 ( (al~(G))*'x is a snapshot of a pc COM(G)}. 
(2) The i-th exhaustive language of G, denoted Ei( G), is defined as 
E,(G) ={x( i ) :xe  E(G)}. 
(3) E~(G).is called the exhaustive language of G. 
In order to define different kinds of languages of cts systems (or in other words: 
to 'squeeze' various kinds of languages out of exhaustive languages) one has to 
specify success conditions which allow one to classify a computation i acts system 
as successful or unsuccessful. 
In general, a success condition for an n-dimensional cts system G is an n-ary 
n 
(success) predicate S~ Xi=I (ali(G))*. Then a computation p in G (with a given 
S) is called successful if S(last(p)) is true, otherwise p is unsuccessful. A snapshot 
of a successful computation is called a successful snapshot. A success predicate S
is called (coordinate) independent if there exist predicates $1, . . . , S,, S, ~ ( ali ( G) )* 
/ I  
for all l<~i<~n, such that S=X~=IS i ;  note that then for all x=(x l , . . . , x , )~  
rl X~=I (al~(G))*, S(x) is true if and only ifSi(x~) is true for all 1 ~< i<~ n. 
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We will deal with independent predicates only and, moreover, we will assume 
that if S=(S~ xS2x .  • • xS , )  is a success predicate, then, for all l<~i<~n, S~ is a 
regular language. We say then that we deal with regular success conditions. 
Moreover (in the spirit of a very common language definition mechanism used 
in formal language theory), for each component of G we will specify its terminal 
alphabet (A) and often use these alphabets in the specifications of success conditions 
(Si = A*). When we integrate the specification of acts system with the specification 
of a success condit ion given as above we arrive at the following definition. 
2.3. Definition. An extended coordinated table selective substitution system (abbrevi- 
ated ects system) is a construct G = (D~, . . . ,  D,, R), n I> 1 where, for each 1 <~ i <~ n, 
Di = ( Ti, Si, Ai), (( T1, Sl ) , . . . ,  ( T,, S~ ), R) is acts system, called the underlying system 
of G and denoted by und(G),  and A~ is a subset of ali(und(G)). 
All the terminology and notation concerning cts systems carry over to ects systems 
in the obvious way (through the underlying cts systems). In addit ion (for G as 
above): Ai is the i-th terminal alphabet of G, denoted by teri( G). 
Note that if, for all 1 <~ i <~ n, teri(G) = al~(G), then we really deal with cts systems. 
In this paper we do not fix any specific 'main' way of defining languages of ects 
systems. Rather, as an example, we now give a definition that settles a way of 
defining languages that stems from a method very popular in the theory of automata. 
Note that the first component  of an ects system plays a special role here-- i t  is 
interpreted as the ' input'  of the system. 
2.4. Definition. Let G be an ects system, where n = dim (G). The empty store language 
of G, denoted Le(G), is defined as 
Le(G) = {x ~ (terl(G))*:there exists a y = (Y l , . . . ,  Y,) ~ E(G),  such that 
y l=xandy i=A for all2~<i<~n}. 
Note that the above definition implies that the regular success condition S = 
(Sl ×" • • ×Sn) we use is such that Sl = (terl(G))* and Si ={A} for all 2<~ i<~ n. 
If G = ((TI, S1, AI), R) is an ects system of dimension 1, such that # T~ = 1, then 
G may be specified in the form G= (~, h, S, A, K), where S= S~, A =A~, and 
Tl ={(-~,/~, K)} with f~=prod(T)nR.  Then G is really an s-grammarmthe very 
basic construct of the theory of selective substitution grammars (see, e.g., [11]). 
If, addit ionally, G is sequential, then, in the terminology of [12], G becomes a 
1S grammar. 
I f  G = ((T~, S~, A~), R) is an ects system of dimension 1, then G may be specified 
in the form G = {Gi, .  • •, Gin}, where, for each 1 ~< i<~ m, Gi = (~, hi, S~, AI, Ki), with 
,Y, =al~(G) and R={(hb  K~) , . . . ,  (hm, Km)}. 
Hence, in this case, G is really a finite set of s-grammars all of which have a 
common alphabet, terminal alphabet and an axiom. G is called a table s-grammar. 
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Moreover, if each of the Gi, 1 <~ i <~ m, is sequential, then G is a 1 S table grammar. 
Even if not all but only some components of an ects system are sequential and 
uniform, we will specify these components a 1 S grammars. Also, if for an i-th component 
of an ects system G we have ali( G) = teh( G), then we may omit teri( G) from the 
specification of G. 
I f  G is a sequential and uniform ects system, hence a euscts system, G= 
((T~,SI, AI) , . . . , (T,t ,  Sn, An),R), then G may be specified in the form G= 
(G~, . . . ,  G,, R'), where 
(1) for all 1 <~ i~ n, Gi = (Ei, hi, Si, Ai, Ki), where Zi = ali(G), Ki is the selector 
common to all tables in T~ and hi = U T~ 7", prod(T), and 
(2) R'c___ X,~=, hi. 
Hence, in this case, each Gi is a 1S grammar and R' is a finite set of n-tuples 
(~r~,.. . ,  7r,), where, for each 1 <~ i~ < n, rri is a production from Gi. 
3. Examples 
In this section we will give examples of various types of ects systems. The main 
aim of this section is to demonstrate how various types of grammars and machines 
considered in the literature can be interpreted as (are instances of) ects systems. 
When demonstrating such an interpretation we will only occasionally talk about 
the interpretation of the languages of the grammars and the systems considered--the 
reason is that these interpretations are mostly obvious (by adjusting the type of 
success conditions). 
3.1. Example. Let G be an s-grammar such that G=(Z,  h, S, A, K), where K = 
Z* (Z \A)Z* ,  SeEkA,  and, for each XcA,  h (X)=0.  
Then G is interpreted as a context-free grammar. The standard success condition 
for specifying the language of G is A* 
3.2. Example. Let G = {G1, . . . ,  G,,} be a table s-grammar such that for each 1 ~< i<~ 
m the selector of Gi equals ~+, where 2 is the alphabet of (3. 
Then G is interpreted as an ETOL system (with 'partial' tables allowed) (see e.g., 
[16]). 
3.3. Example. Let G be an s-grammar such that G = (,Y, h, S, A, K),  where K = 
Z*,~,Y*. 
Then G is interpreted as an E0S grammar (see, e.g., [11]) and so we refer to G 
as an E0S grammar. I f  ,Y = A, then G is an 0S grammar. 
3.4. Example. Let G be an s-grammar such that G = (2, h, S, A, K) ,  where S ~ Z\A ,  
K = A*(Z\A) ,  h is such that, for each X~ A, h (X)=0 and moreover: if xs  h(X)  
for X ~ Z \A  and x ~ Z*,  then x ~ (A u {A})( (2\A)  t3 {A}). 
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Because of the obvious interpretation we refer to G as a right-linear grammar. 
The 'usual' success condit ion for specifying the (so-called terminal) language of G 
is A*. 
3.5. Example. Let G be as in the example above, except hat the addit ional restric- 
tion is posed: if x ~ h(X)  for X ~ 2;\A and x ~ Z*, then x ~ (A w {A})(ZkA) .  
Then G is referred to as a strict right-linear grammar. G may be interpreted, in 
the obvious way, as a one-way finite automaton. 
The 'usual'  success condit ion is of the form a*(9 where 0 is a distinguished 
subset of X,\A, however, the language of G results from 'successful' words in G by 
removing from them the last letter (the element of 0) .  One could also allow erasing 
productions X~ A, X ~ Z \A  in G and then to have the success condit ion of the 
form a* ;  clearly both models are 'equivalent' (as far as languages--as defined 
above--are concerned). 
Note that we allow chain productions X ~ Y, where X, Y~ Z\A,  and so we allow 
the finite automaton to make 'A-moves', i.e., to read an input symbol, change its 
state and do not advance to the right. If we forbid chain productions, then we get 
a finite automaton in the classical sense. 
If addit ional ly we require that 'whenever X ~ a Y and X ~ aZ are productions 
in h, then Y = Z',  then we deal with a deterministic one-way finite automaton. 
3.6. Example. Let G = (G1, (32, R) be a usects system such that G~ is a strict 
right-linear grammar and (32 is a right linear grammar with one nonterminal only. 
Then G may be interpreted as a one-way finite automaton with output or, in a 
different erminology, as a generalized sequential machine. 
The obvious interpretation is that the first coordinate acts as an input tape (and 
keeps the information about the current state) while the second component acts as 
an output tape. 
3.7. Example. We will discuss now the two-way finite automaton as a two- 
dimensional cts system. 
Let A and F be disjoint alphabets and let (gt = {[$, a]: a s A}, 02 = {[a]: a ~ A}, 
and (9 = Oi w 82; we assume that Ol ~ O2 ~-~- and O c~ (A w F) =0. Let El = A w F 
and 2~2 = A w (9 w {$2}, where $2~ @ u A w F;  let qin be a distinguished element ofF.  
Let Kl = A*/~, K2,0 -- {$2}, K2,1 = 8"  •, K2,2 = (9* 0A*, and K2,3 = (9*z~A* 
Let, for each a~A,  (core(Tl,a,o), core(T2,a,o)) be a rewrite such that 
Ti,, ,o=(Zl, hl,a,o, K1) and TE,~,o=(ZE, h2,~,o, K2,0), 
where hl.~,o is a set of product ions all of which are of the form qin--> aq' for q'~ F 
and h2,a, 0 consists of the production $2-> [$, a]. 
Let Ro = { ( core( Tl,,,,o), core( Ta,,,,o) ) : a ~ A }. 
Let, for each a E A, RI,a be a finite set of rewrites (core(T~,,,), core(T2,,,)) such that 
T~,~ = (2;,, hl,~, K~) and T2.a = (2;2, h2.~, K2,1), 
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where h~,~ is a set of productions of the form q-~ aq' for some q, q' ~ F and h2, a is 
a set of productions either of the form [b]-~[b][a] or of the form [$, b]-~ [$, b][a] 
for some b ~ za. 
Let Ri = I._J~A Rl.~. 
Let R2 be a finite set of rewrites (core(T~), core(T2)) such that 
T~=(~,l,h~,K~) and T2=(22, h2, K2.2), 
where h~ is a set of productions of the form q --> q', q, with q' ~ F, and h2 is a set of 
productions of the form [b]--> b with b ~ A. 
Let R 3 be a finite set of rewrites (core(T~), core(T2)) such that 
T~=(~,~,h~,K~) and T2=(~,2, h2, K2,3) ,
where h~ is a finite set of productions of the form q ~ q' with q, q' ~ F, and h2 is a 
finite set of productions of the form b ~ [b], b ~ A. 
Let R -- Ro u R~ u R 2 U R 3. 
Let T~ be the set of all tables such that their cores occur as first components of 
rewrites in R and let T2 be the set of all tables such that their cores occur as second 
components of rewrites in R. 
Finally, let G -- ((T~, qin), (7"2, $2), R). 
Then G is easily interpreted as an (off line) two-way finite automaton. Various 
elements of the definition of G are then interpreted as follows: F is the set of states, 
A is the input alphabet, and qin is the initial state of the automaton considered. 
On the first component we store the portion of the input already read and the 
current state. 
The work of the automaton is done (simulated) on the second coordinate. 
Rewrites from Ro correspond to the 'starting condition': reading the first symbol 
in the initial state qin- 
A rewrite from R~.~, a ~ A, corresponds to the reading of the next (new) input 
symbol (which equals a) and moving to the right. 
Rewrites from RE correspond to going to the left on the input (provided that at 
'this moment' one does not read the leftmost symbol of the tape) and rewrites from 
R3 correspond to going to the right on the input (providing one is 'inside' the already 
read portion of the input tape). 
3.8. Example. Let G be an s-grammar such that G = (E, h, S, E, K),  where K = 2" ,~ 
(or K = .,~,~*). 
We will refer to G as a right-boundary grammar (or left-boundary grammar, 
respectively); note that it differs from the right-linear grammar essentially by the 
fact that it does not distinguish between terminal and nonterminal symbols. 
Left-boundary (and, by analogy, right-boundary) grammars can be considered as 
a special case of Biichi regular canonical systems (see [3]). 
Here is another way of interpreting two-way automata s cts systems equipped 
with a very natural "global control" condition (restriction) on their work. 
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3.9. Example. Let G be a fight-boundary grammar in which one restricts the set of 
all computations as follows. A computation i  G is allowed (is legal) only if any 
two snapshots of it are in a prefix relation (i.e., one of them is a prefix of the other 
one). 
Then it is not difficult to see that G may be interpreted as a two-way finite 
automaton. 
3.10. Example. Let G = (GI, G2, R) be a uniform and sequential ects system such 
that G~ is a right-linear grammar and G2 is a right-boundary grammar. 
Then G is easily interpreted as a push-down automaton. If (wlq, w2) is a snapshot 
of G, then wl is the portion of the input already read, q is the current state of the 
automaton, and w2 is its stack (with the rightmost letter of w2 representing the 
topmost element of the stack). 
A number of direct analogies are immediately observable. 
A chain production in G~ corresponds toa A-move in the pda A (being 'simulated'): 
if G1 is chain-free, then A is A-free. If there is a common bound k on the number 
of consecutive applications of chain-rules in G~, then A operates with delay k. 
A production in G2 of the form X ~ A corresponds to a pop and a production 
in G2 of the form X~ w with Iwl~>2 corresponds to a push. 
Acceptance by final state in A corresponds to the regular success condition 
(A*OI,,T,*2), where A1 = terl(G), 6)1 is a distinguished subset of all(G)\terl(G), 
and -~2 = al2(G). 
Acceptance by empty store in A corresponds to the regular success condition 
(ZlI*(Z,\A1), {A}), where ,Yl=al~(G). 
Acceptance by both final state and empty store in A corresponds to the regular 
success condition (A*lOi, {A}). 
Note that if we require in the above example that al2(G)={$2, Z2}, where 
$2 = ax2(G) and Z2# $2, and, moreover, we require that the only instructions 
available for $2 in G2 are of the form $2 ~ $2, S2~ $2Z2, and $2~ A and the only 
instructions available for Z2 in G2 are of the form Z2 ~ Z2, Z2 ~ Z2Z2 and Z2 ~ A, 
then we deal with one counter automaton. (This is the usual way of getting a one 
counter a~omaton  from a push down automaton: require the stack alphabet o 
consist of one letter and a 'bottom" symbol.) The extension of the above model to 
cover n-counter automata is obvious. 
3.11. Example. Here is another look at one counter automata. Let G= 
(G~, (T2, $2, A2), R) be an ects system such that 
(1) G1 is a right linear grammar, 
(2) aI2(G)={S2, Z2}, where Z2~ $2, 
(3) if K ~ sel( T2), then K = ( al2( G) )*{ S2, Z2} (al2( G) )*, and 
(4) if 7r ~ prod (h), then either ~r is of the form Z2 ~ A, or zr is of the form $2 ~ A, 
or 7r is of the form $2 ~ x where x contains exactly one occurrence of $2. 
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Then G is easily interpreted as a one counter automaton. Clearly, if dim(G) = n > 1 
and one sets restrictions on com~(G), for all 2-- < i ~< n, analogous to the restrictions 
on com2(G) above, then one gets an (n -  1)-counter automaton. 
3.12. Example. Let G= (G~, (32, G3, R) be a uniform and sequential ects system 
such that Gt is a right linear grammar, G2 is a r ight-boundary grammar, and G3 is 
a left-boundary grammar. 
Then G is easily interpreted as a two-way push down automaton. 
3.13. Example. We will discuss now Petri nets as cts systems. 
Let `1 be a finite alphabet, S~`1 and let ~={S, ' tE`1};  we assume that f2r~ 
(`1 u{s}) =0. 
Let n > 1 and let, for each 2 ~< i ~< n, S~, p~ be two different symbols; let ,Y~ = {S~, p~} 
and El = ,1 u S2 u {S}. 
Let O ={2, . . . ,  n} and let in and out be functions from ,1 into 2 °. Let K1 = 
,1"({S} u 8 )  and let, for 2-- < i~ < n, 
K~,, = ~*{i0~}~* and Ki,2 = {S~}{p~}*. 
Let, for each teA ,  (T~,l,l, Tt,2,1,...,T~,,,.1) be the rewrite such that Tt.l,l = 
(,Yq, {S--> tS,}, Ki) and, for 2<~ i~ n, 
Tt,,=~(~,,,{p~-->A},K,,1) if i~in(t ) ,  
"" [.(~,,,{S,~S,},K,,2) i f  i¢~in(t). 
Let R~ be the collection of all ?ewrites (T~,~,~,..., T ,.,~) for all t~ ,1. Let, for each 
t~ A, (T~,~,2, T,,2,2,.. •, T,,,,,2) be the rewrite such that T,,~,2 = (El, {St~ S}, K~) and, 
for 2<~ i~< n, 
T, i2 = ~(Ei, {Si~ Sipi}, Ki,2) if i~ out(t), 
"" [.(Ei,{S,~S,},K,.2) if i~out(t) .  
Let R 2 be the collection of all rewrites (Tt.l,2,. • •, Tt, n,2) for all t e A. 
Let R = R 1 L) R 2. 
Let, for each 1 <~ i ~< n, T~ be the set of all tables occurring as ith components in 
all rewrites of R. 
Then let G be acts  system defined by G = ((/'1, $1), (T2, $2), • •. ,  (It',, S,), R). 
G is interpreted as a Petri net (with weights equal one on all arcs) (see, e.g., [2]). 
The interpretation of various elements of G is as follows. 
`1 is the set of transitions of the net and the components comi(G), 2<~ i<~ n, are 
places of the net. For a t ~ A, in(t) are all input places for t and out(t) are all output 
places for t. 
Each firing of a transit ion t is done in G in two phases. 
Phase 1. t consumes tokens from its input places: the rewrite (T,.~.l,..., Tt, n,l) is 
used. 
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Phase 2. t spreads tokens to its output places: the rewrite (Tt, l , 2 ,  . . . , Tt, n,2) used. 
This phase follows always immediately after Phase 1. 
Hence the firing sequences of the net are generated (to the left of S) on the first 
component. Note that various 'standard' ways of defining the language of a Petri 
net can be easily accommodated by defining various success conditions. 
A very different way of interpreting Petri nets as cts systems is discussed in [1]. 
4. On the relative power of selectors 
In this section we will investigate and compare two different uses of (classes of) 
selectors: 
(1) "direct'--i.e., on the first coordinate of an ects system (where the words of 
the language are computed), and 
(2) "indirect'--i.e., on other than the first coordinate of an ects system (where 
only 'auxiliary' computations take place). 
Roughly speaking, the former mode corresponds to the use of selectors in gram- 
mars--where they directly influence the derivation process--while the latter mode 
corresponds to the use of selectors in automata--where they determine the type of 
storage access and hence influence the computation of the language only indirectly 
(through the storage of an automaton). 
Perhaps three most popular (from the grammatical point of view) classes of 
selectors are the following ones: 
(1) Right-boundary (i.e., of the form Z*2,  where ~ is the alphabet involved): it 
underlies right-linear grammars. (Although, in Example 3.4, the form of the selector 
used is A*(Z\A),  it is easily seen that, with the given form of productions, one can 
also use the selector Z*Z.) 
(2) 0S (i.e., of the form ~*Z2* ,  where Z is the alphabet involved): it underlies 
context-free grammars. (Again, a remark analogous to the one made under (1) but 
concerning Example 3.1 can be made.) 
(3) 0L (i.e., of the form 2+, where ~ is the alphabet involved): it underlies ETOL 
systems. 
In this section we will investigate and compare the use of the above three classes 
of selectors in (uniform) ects systems of dimension 1 (hence in direct mode) and 
in (uniform) ects systems of dimension 2 on the second component (hence in indirect 
mode). In the latter case we will assume that the first component of an ects system 
is a right linear grammar--such an assumption seems to be reasonable, because 
right-linear grammars on the first component correspond to the standard input tape 
in most kinds of automata encountered in the literature. 
Throughout this section we will consider the standard 'empty store' way of defining 
languages of ects systems (see Definition 2.4). 
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The classes of languages obtained by using the classes of right-boundary, 0S and 
0L selectors in uniform ects systems of dimension 1 will be denoted by L(~)(RB), 
L(~)(OS), and L(1)(0L) respectively. 
The classes of languages obtained by using the classes of right-boundary, 0S and 
0L selectors in uniform ects systems of dimension 2 (where the first component is 
a right-linear grammar) will be denoted by L(2)(RB), L(2)(0S), and L(2)(0L) respec- 
tively. 
Moreover, we will use F(REG), F(CF), and F(ETOL) to denote the classes of 
regular, context-free and ETOL languages. F(PN) denotes the class of languages 
that are accepted by Petri nets (that is labeled marked Petri nets with final zero 
marking) (see, e.g., [2]). 
We begin by comparing classes L(~)(RB), L(n(OS), and L(~)(OL). 
4.1. Theorem. L<~)(RB) ~L~)(OS) ~ L<I)(OL). 
Proof. As we have indicated already (see Example 3.8) a right-boundary grammar 
is a (special case of) Biichi's regular canonical system (see [3]). Consequently, it 
follows from [3], (see also [12]) that L<I)(RB)~ F(REG). On the other hand it is 
obvious that F( REG) ~_ L<I)( RB) and consequently L<~)( RB) = F( REG). 
It is easily seen that L<I)(OS)= F(CF) and L<I)(OL)= F(ETOL) (see Examples 
3.1 and 3.2 respectively). 
Since it is well known that F(REG)~F(CF)~F(ETOL), the theorem 
follows. [] 
We move now to compare classes L<2)(RB), L<2)(OS), and L<2)(OL). First we define 
formally the ects systems involved. 
4.2. Definition. Let G = (D~, D2, R) be a uniform and sequential ects system such 
that DI is a right-linear grammar and D2 is a right-boundary grammar. Then G is 
an (RL, RB) system. 
L(2)(RB) denotes the class of languages of the form Le(G), where G is an (RL, RB) 
system. 
4.3. Definition. Let G = (D~, D2, R) be a uniform and sequential ects system such 
that D1 is a right-linear grammar and D2 is a 0S grammar. Then G is an (RL, 0S) 
system. 
L(2)(OS) denotes the class of languages of the form Le(G), where G is an (RL, 0S) 
system. 
4.4. Definition. Let G= (D~,/92, R) be a uniform ects system such that D~ is a 
right-linear grammar and ter2(G) = al2(G). If the uniform selector of all tables from 
D2 is of the form (al2(G)) +, then G is an (RL, TOL) system. 
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L(Z)(OL) denotes the class of all languages of the form Le(G), where G is an 
(RL, TOL) system. 
An (RL, TOL) system G will be specified in the form G = (G~, G2, R), where 
(i) G~ is a fight-linear grammar, 
(ii) (32 = (E2, H2, $2, K2) is a T0L system with 22 its alphabet, H2 the set of its 
sets of productions, $2 its axiom, and K2 its selector, and 
(iii) R is a set of pairs of the form (~, h), where zr is a production from G~ and 
h is a set of productions from ,/-/2. 
We establish now the language computing power of (RL, TOL) systems. 
4.5. Lemma. L(2)(OL) ~_ F(REG). 
Proof. Let G = (G1, (32, R) be an (RL, TOL) system, where G1 = (E~, h~, S~, A~, K1) 
and (32 = (~2,/42, $2, K2). 
Clearly, without loss of generality we may assume that for each h ~/42 there 
exists a ~r~ h I such that (~r, h)~R and for each ~r~hl there exists an h~H2 such 
that (~r, h) ~ R. 
Let Ol = {(Tr): 7r ¢ hi} and 02 = {[h]: h ¢ H2}. 
Let a be the homomorphism of 0*  into H*  defined as: a ( [h] )= h for each 
h ~/-/2; as usual we assume that each word g l . . .  g, ~ H* with g l , . . . ,  g, ~ H2 is 
(can be seen as) the composition of substitutions g l , . . . ,  g, from H2 (each set of 
productions form Hz can be considered as a finite substitution). 
Let y be the finite substitution of 0"  into 0"  defined as: y([h]) = {(~r) : (m h) ~ R}. 
Let t~! = (-,~1,/~1, $1, ,~1,/~1) be the right-linear grammar defined as: ~ = (El\L11)u 
01, $1 ----- $1, Z~l = 01, KI = O1"(,~1\z~1) and/~1 is defined as follows: 
(1) for all X, Y ~ E~ \A l, X - ,  (~r)Y ~/~ if and only if ~" = (X ~ yY)~ h l for some 
y~Alw{A},  
A 
(2) for all X ~ ,~l\a~, X ~ (Tr) ~ hi if and only if 7r = (X ~ y) ~ hi for some y ~ A~ w 
{a}, 
(3) /~l contains only productions as defined under (1) and (2) above. 
Let /3 be the homomorphism of O* into A* defined as: for each (Tr)~ O1, 
/3((rr))=y, where ~'=(X~yY)  for some X~EI \A I ,  Y~(~\a l )u{A},  and y~ 
AIu{A}. 
Now let 
M2={z~O* 'a~(a(z ) ) (S2)} ,  M~=y(M2)  and M=MlnL( t~ I ) .  
It is easily seen that 
Le(G)=/3(M) (.) 
On the other hand it was proved in [7] that, given any T0L system H and any 
regular set L over the alphabet of H, the set U of all sequences of sets of productions 
from H such that for each u ~ U, u(S) n L ~ 0, where S is the axiom of H, is regular. 
(The functional notation u(S) is used to denote the set of all words that can be 
obtained by applying to S the sequence of finite substitutions u.) 
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This directly implies that M2 is regular. Since F(REG) is closed under finite 
substitutions and intersections, f l(M) is regular. Consequently, the lemma follows 
now from (*). [] 
4.6. Theorem. L(2)(OL) = F(REG). 
Proof. This immediately follows from Lemma 4.5 and from the obvious observation 
that F(REG) ~_ L(2)(OL). [] 
It is rather evident (see Example 3.10) that (RL, RB) systems correspond to 
pushdown automata. Hence, we have the following result. 
4.7. Theorem. L(2)(RB) = F(CF). 
The following result is established in [1]. 
4.8. Theorem. L(2)(OS) = F(PN). 
4.9. Theorem 
(1) L(2)(OL)~L2(RB). 
(2) L(2)(OL) ~ L(2)(OS). 
(3) L(2)(OS) is incomparable with L(2)(RB). 
Proof. (1): This follows from Theorems 4.6, 4.7 and the well-known fact that 
F( REG) ~ F(CF). 
(2): This follows from Theorems 4.6, 4.8 and the well-known fact (see, e.g., 
[2]) that F(REG) ~ F(PN). 
(3): This follows from Theorems 4.7, 4.8 and the well-known fact (see, e.g., 
[2]) that F(CF) and F(PN) are not comparable. [] 
Comparing Theorem 4.1 with Theorem 4.9 leads one to rather intriguing observa- 
tions. The relative strength of a particular type (class) of selectors depends rather 
drastically on the (direct or indirect) mode of use. 
For example, while 0L selectors are 'stronger' than RB selectors when used in 
direct (i.e., 'grammatical') mode, they are 'weaker' than RB selectors when used in 
indirect (i.e., in "machine storage') mode! 
But this "flip-over' of computing strength when switching from direct to indirect 
mode is not a rule. For example, while 0L selectors are stronger than 0S selectors 
when used in direct mode, they are incomparable with 0S selectors when used in 
indirect mode. 
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5. Discussion 
In this paper we have introduced ects systems and motivated them by demonstrat- 
ing how various types of grammars and automata discussed in the literature can be 
seen as special instances of this model. 
There exist in the literature several approaches (formalisms) to a general 'abstract 
automata theory' (see, e.g., [5, 6, 8, 18]). Typically in these approaches an automaton 
is considered as a program operating on a data type. The automaton data type (or 
storage type) consists of a set C of configurations (or snapshots) together with a 
set of binary relations on C (the operations on the data type to be used by the 
program). Our formalism seems to be both more general and more restricted than 
this abstract automata type of formalism. 
It is more general because it models both grammars and automata. As a matter 
of fact, our model consists only of a data typemthe operations on the data type are 
(viewed as) transition (derivation) relations. 
It is more restricted because a configuration of a data type is always a tuple of 
strings and an operation on the data type is always a tuple of selective substitutions 
(one for each element of a configuration). Hence, considered ata types are of the 
sort usually encountered in grammars. However, many types of automata can still 
be modeled in our framework mainly because: 
(i) the finite state control and input (and/or  output) of the automaton can be 
modeled by string(s) with selective substitution to model the state transitions and 
reading of the input (writing of the output), 
(ii) storage configurations of an automaton (such as, e.g., pushdown or multi- 
counter) can often be modeled by strings with selective substitutions modeling 
operations on these configurations. 
Grammars rewriting synchronously n-tuples of words rather than single words 
have been considered in the literature already (see, e.g., [13] or [19] for a more 
restricted type). However: 
(i) in these models there is no distinction between various roles (input, storage, 
output) of different components: the (pieces of) words of the language defined are 
computed simultaneously on all components (and then the words of the language 
are obtained by, e.g., catenating all words obtained on all components at the same 
time), and 
(ii) no means (like our selective substitutions) are provided for defining different 
kinds of rewritings for different components. 
Clearly, before the true value of our model (ects systems) can be asserted, an 
extensive research must be carded out so that a number of basic questions can be 
answered. Here are examples of some problems (and problem areas) that we think 
are worthwhile to pursue. 
(1) Various extensions of the basic ects model can be considered. For example, 
allowing each component to have a set (language) of axioms rather than a single 
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axiom (of length 1) seems to be natural when the modeling of transducers is 
considered. 
(2) Various language defining mechanisms should be compared within this model. 
(3) The influence of various parameters of an ects system (e.g., the number of tables 
within a single component, the number of components, the type of selectors, etc.) 
on its 'power' (e.g., the language defining power) should be investigated. What 
'trade-otis' hold? What 'normal forms' do we get? 
(4) Finding and analyzing 'natural' classes of selectors. From the examples given 
it is rather clear that sequential selectors and in particular ight (or left) boundary 
selectors are very natural. 
(5) Investigate the influence of types of selectors and properties of rewrites on the 
decision problems or closure properties concerning various classes of languages 
associated with cts systems. 
(6) While our basic model provides a unifying framework for both grammars and 
automata it also suggests a division line between these constructs: dimension 1 and 
dimension bigger than one. Hence two very central research topics from formal 
language theory may be now formulated in a quite general way as follows. Let K~ 
and K2 be classes of selectors. 
(6.1) Grammar synthesis problem. Let G be an arbitrary ects system of dimension 
n >I I such that its selectors are in K~. Does there exist an 'equivalent' ects system 
H of dimension m = 1 such that its selectors are in K2? What price in the 'complexity' 
is paid when such a translation is possible? 
(6.2) Automaton synthesis problem. Let G be an arbitrary ects syetm of dimension 
n = 1 such thatdts selectors are in K2. Does there exist an 'equivalent' ects system 
H with selectors in K~ of dimension m I> 1 ? What price in the 'complexity' is paid 
when such a translation is possible? 
(7) How to formalize the notion of 'weak' and 'strong' coordination between 
components of an ects system? 
A first step in this direction would be to allow a selector over ~ to be a subset 
of (2 u •)*, rather than a subset of (,~ u ,~)*,~(~ u ,~)*. (As a matter of fact, in 
this way we come back to the original notion of a selector; see, e.g., [15] and [10].) 
Hence, a selector word may be now a word over ~* and 'applying it' to a word 
under rewriting means 'doing nothing'. Then, e.g., if zr = (T~, T2, T3) is a rewrite of 
an ects system G such that sel(T2)=(al2(G))* and for i~{1,3} each word in Tj 
contains at least one occurrence of a 'barred letter', then 7r coordinates the rewriting 
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on the first and the third coordinate of G without 'influencing' the second coordinate 
of G. 
(8) One can also easily accommodate the notion of concurrency within the theory 
of ects systems. A first approach in this direction can be sketched as follows. (We 
assume that the notion of a selector is defined as under (7) above.) Let G= 
A 
(D I , . . . ,  D,, R), n i>2, be an ects system and let, for each 1 ~< i~ < n, Ti be the set 
of all tables from tabi(G) that do not appear at the ith coordinate of any rewrite 
---x(*) of R. For x,y~ (ali(G))* we write x-,. i ;ay if either x=y or x::~*y using tables 
A 
from T/. Then, given u = (u l , . . . ,  un), v = (Vl , . . . ,  v,~)~ X i~ (ali(G))*, u ~¢c v if 
r l  
and only if there exists a z=(z~,...,zn)~X~=~ (al~(G))* such that z~G v and, 
--x(*) • c for each l<~i<~n, u~--,-i,o z~, in this way u~ v corresponds to a 'concurrent 
computation step' in G. 
In this way one gets models of concurrency corresponding closely to the models 
from [4] and [14]. 
(9) A natural way to generalize our model is to coordinate directly productions used 
in various components by considering selectors over words built up from (the names 
of) productions rather than over the words built up from the given alphabet. Such 
systems hould be investigated. 
We are currently working on a number of the above (and other) topics and hope 
to report on the results in the future. 
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